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Title of Image  
BEFORE TWILIGHT

Dimensions of Image 30" x 23"

Medium of Image  
Water color on "KHADI" Hand Made Paper

Price of Image  
NFS

Artist Statement  
John Pulinat (A biographical sketch and artist Statement)

Completed Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from State University of New York, FIT campus Manhattan NYC. Post-graduation, I continued my artistic career while studying in digital media at SVA, New York. I have developed an expertise in conventional and digital drafting. I work full time from my studio in Glen Oaks. The creative diversity of my art life and professional experience has given me a versatile and perhaps unconventional perspective on the world of fine art.

Artist Statement

I paint in many medium, but I am hooked or addicted to the happenings or happy accidents in water color that occur...and the surprises that when laying a water color wash or placing a color into another wet on wet paper, the water color medium has properties that only it can produce, the textures of a wash on hand made rough paper. The translucency achieved by laying one wash over another, and when marks are achieved by placing clear water in to damp painted areas. No other medium can provide the spontaneity or the instant gratification of water color painting.

What drives me to create is as mysterious to me as it is fascinating. I just know that I have to do it. Creativity, for me, takes on many forms; paintings, illustrations, making digital moving images, graphics and photography, as they are jointly intertwined. Art is not merely aesthetic awareness. It is visual analysis and thought.